Abstract-A user's profile, for the purpose of location management in a PCS network, is formalized as a subgraph of the network graph. This subgraph, the so-called individual profile graph (IPG), is determined after a period of observation with the intent of predicting and codifying the user's diurnal routine. The IPG is easily-motivated, robust, straightforwardly computed from observed data, and, under fairly intuitive assumptions, provably predictive of the user's diurnal routine. An IPG-based paging and update strategy is proposed and analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION Subscription to personal communication services (PCS) is growing at an exponential rate owing to the increasing portfolio of services offered over wireless channels. A challenge facing PCS providers is to fulfil demand within a limited frequency spectrum. As cell sizes become smaller and the number of mobile users increases, the signaling cost incurred in both location update and paging increases. Efficient location management per user to minimize update and paging costs, accordingly, becomes vital and has been studied extensively The geographical coverage area of a PCS network is, typically, partitioned into a number of location areas -(LAs), each composed of a group of cells. A mobile user sends a location update when it crosses the boundary of an LA. Upon call arrival the user is simultaneously paged in all cells of its currently visited LA. Unfortunately, there are two significant inefficiencies associated with the LA-based update scheme. Firstly, an LA comprising a large number of cells consumes significant radio bandwidth while paging. Secondly, location update by users at the time of crossing LA boundaries generates significant data traffic as well, particularly, for those users located near the boundaries.
Recently, location management schemes have been proposed to reduce signaling traffic based upon profiling the mobility pattern of individual users. We discuss here those that motivated the current work. Xie et al [11] propose a scheme in which LAs are no longer static but, rather, determined dynamically per user. The authors apply the fluid flow model to represent user mobility. Further, each user's call arrival rate, as well as parameters determined by its mobility, enter into a signaling cost function for that particular user, and an optimal LA size is determined for the user in terms of this cost function.
Tabbane [9] proposes an alternative strategy, called AS, for mobile radio communication that focuses on reducing signaling traffic. In AS, the system maintains a profile for each user that consists of a list of LAs ordered according to the system's expectation that the user will be found in each. Upon call arval the LAs in the list are paged sequentially in order of descending expectation. AS actually maintains two sets of profiles -the long-term profile and the dynamic profile. The long-term profile is obtained after a lengthy period of observation, while the dynamic profile changes according to the user's recent call history. The system chooses between either profile to locate the user. Typically, the dynamic profile is used in case of frequent incoming calls.
Pollini et al [5] propose a profile-based strategy (PBS) that evolves from AS. The authors classify users into three categories, in particular, deterministic, quasi-deterministic and random, depending on the predictability of their diurnal routine.
The definitions of user profiles proposed in the literature to date are mostly heuristically motivated and appear not to provably capture aspects of a user's routine. This is the issue that we address here. Our goal is a long-term profile (as in Tabbane [9] ) from a lengthy period of observation that remains static after formulation, and can, thereafter, be applied to track the user. However, our approach is different from existing ones.
We define, for each user, a graph that we call the individual profile graph (IPG) for that user, whose intent is to predict and codify the user's diurnal routine. The IPG itself is determined as a subgraph of For 0 < A < 1, define the subgraph GC of G as follows:
In other words, GCk consists of cells with diurnal weight at least p and edges connecting such cells.
Let the sequence A1 > P2 > ... > Pr (2) be the sequence, in descending order, of distinct values of nrv,
We get a corresponding sequence G 1 c G,2 C *.CcGr (3) of subgraphs of G, where the successive containments are strict.
These subgraphs may not all be connected -an evident requirement of an IPG. Accordingly, let GAi c GC,2 C ... C Gi (4) be the subsequence of Sequence (3) of connected graphs.
We wish to choose U's IPG to be the one of {G,Iik 1 < k < s} that represents a "boundary" beyond which diurnal weights drop significantly, and, further, we wish to make this choice in a robust manner. Accordingly, consider the successive differences (5) and let pi,K-,lg+ be the maximum of these (if there is more than one maximum term in the sequence, choose iK -PiK+ to be the leftmost one).
Define the user's IPG to be GU = GiK Go.96 C Go.92 C Go.66 C Go.64 C Go.18 C Go.06 C Go.oo which proves that the IPG GU is G0.64-Observations: 1) Our current definition of the IPG is "coarse" in that it uses only per-day data and not "intra-diurnal" data, that is assumed available as well, in particular, the user's mobility pattern during a day. We do, however, utilize intra-diurnal data in our paging strategy discussed in the next section. 2) Our current definition of the IPG Say, a day is divided into T equal time slots, called, simply, slots, e.g., 24 one-hour slots or 48 half-hour slots, and, further, we make the simplifying assumption that U spends each slot entirely in one cell (this is a a fair assumption if slots are short periods of time). Call a maximal interval of slots spent by U in a cell v to be a block spent by U in v; in other words a block B consists of some number of consecutive slots t1, t2, .. ,t such that U is in v for all slots ti, for 1 < i < m, but is not in v in either the slot preceding t1 or the slot succeeding tin.
The size of a block B is the number of slots comprising it. We'll assume that the number of blocks spent by U in any cell v follows a Poisson distribution [7] .
The stickiness of an anchor cell v is straightforwardly estimated by the sizes of the blocks U spends in v. One has to be more careful in gauging popularity. Say, the outdegree of an anchor cell v in GU is dv, in First, consider an anchor cell v. Since the outdegree of v is dv, by assumption (b) , U spends n blocks in v with probability Pb, (n). Therefore, the probability that U visits v at least once in a day is Next, consider a cell w of G u that is not an anchor. Accordingly, w must lie on a connector p that starts from, say, anchor cell v. Note that w could lie on more than one such connector. Therefore, the probability nw that U visits w at least once in a day is at least It follows that the graph GC-,K, of Sequence (3) is, in fact, equal to GU. Therefore, G,K, is connected and appears in Sequence (4) as, say, the term GCiK.
From the inferences drawn above about the least and largest values of the diumal weights of cells in GU and not in GU, respectively, we note the following of Sequence (5):
It follows that PiK -iK+±1 is the unique maximum of terms in Sequence (5) . Then, from the definition of Gu in Equation (6) it is seen that, indeed, GU = Gu.
III. PAGING AND LOCATION UPDATE STRATEGY
We discuss next how to apply the IPG to paging and location update. Our current strategy is somewhat simplistic but the analysis points to refinements that can be made.
The user-end of our current strategy is straightforward. User U is not required to update his location as long as he is in a cell of GU; however, U is required to update at each cell that he visits that does not belong to GU.
We explain next the system-end of our strategy. Assume that each day is divided into T equal slots (refer to the definitions of slot and block in the preceding section). The probability a , that U is in cell v in a random time slot is, clearly, given by bV x sv av'u T as bv is the mean number of blocks spent by U in v and sv is the mean block size -we assume that the additional data of bv and s, is stored and pointed at from the vertices of GU.
We follow Pollini et al [5] Next, consider location update. If a single location update cost is CX, then the total expected location update cost using our strategy is, simply, m CU (lZavi)XCu (8) i=1 because the user updates only at a cell outside GU.
We discuss certain inferences that can be drawn from the preceding analysis.
From Equation (7) we see that
Cp-Cp as avOl -I as the co-efficient of Cf in Equation (7) tends to 0 as avl increases to 1. Cp, of course, is the paging cost that is incurred, for example, in a naive strategy in which the user updates his location at every new cell (because the system knows precisely which cell to page). However, the location update cost of this latter strategy in terms of signaling traffic is, typically, unacceptable.
Unfortunately -Note that vt need not be an anchor cell (e.g., if the time of the day happens to be one when U is typically en route from one anchor to another). The optimal paging strategy evidently depends upon the information that is recorded and associated with users' IPGs. We have yet to investigate more sophisticated paging strategies based on such refined IPGs.
The analysis of the update cost in Equation (8) is particularly simple: it is proportional to the likelihood that the user is located outside the GU. For deterministic and quasideterministic users (Pollini et al [5] ) we expect this likelihood to be small.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The significant contribution of the current work we hope is a rigorous formulation of a PCS user's individual profile that is easily computed, robust, and provably predictive of the user's diurnal routine from the point of view of location management. This is a first step and substantial work remains to be done. We list those that seem to us to be the most important future directions:
1) The current definition of the LPG is "theoretically sound", but, admittedly, may not be the best in certain practical scenarios. For example, if the maximum of Sequence (5) [5] ). Users would vary from deterministic to random according to the accuracy with which their routines are predicted by their respective IPGs. We believe that, given progress in the directions suggested above, IPG-based location management can eventually prove superior to LA-based management. Because of the way the topology of the IPG is extracted from that of the network in a manner that is driven by the user's routine, we argue that IPGs are "natural" as profiles, more so than even dynamicallydetermined LAs (e.g., Xie et 
